Membership Satisfaction Survey
Report 2019

A total of 2990 members took part in this survey
74% Completion rate
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About You
How old are you?

Figure 1. (N: 2975) The chart above shows the distribution of ages of the survey
participants. In the past few years the age distribution was very similar. The results are also
very similar to the distribution of the total members age ranges.
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2. Please select your gender
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Figure 2. (N: 2980) The table above shows the breakdown of member’s gender and this is
measured by percentage of responses. This also closely reflects the total membership
gender split which is around ⅔ male and ⅓ female.
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3. What is your postcode?

Figure 3. (N: 2954) The figure above displays the demographic of where respondents live.
The majority responding from the South East and Yorkshire. The colours in the key indicate
the number of responses from each region.
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Membership
4. Are you a member of British Canoeing or have you been in the past?
100%
90%

91.83%

80%
70%
60%
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20%
10%

1.55%

0%

4.07%

Yes, current full
I'm a Club Associate I'm a Digital Sign Up
member (On the
member (Club
member
Water/ On the Bank
member)
members)

1.18%

1.38%

I used to have
membership

I have never had
membership

Figure 4. (N: 2975) The table above shows the current status of the participant’s
membership. In comparison to last year’s survey we have now included more membership
options to select from. This also shows us that other types of members are engaged in our
communications.
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5. How many years have you been a member?

Figure 5. (N: 2405) The graph above shows that the majority of people who answered this
survey are fairly new members which shows a good engagement of new members to our
survey however less so with our older members.
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6. Why do you have a membership?

Figure 6. (N: 2412) The table above displays why members take out the membership, in line
with previous years the most common reason, is for access to waterways and the insurance
protection. Community and the support of paddlesport and the access campaign are the next
big incentives.
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7. How satisfied are you with the fulfilment of your British Canoeing
Membership (i.e. welcome email, PDF, membership car, and delivery of the
membership card and pack)?

Figure 7. (N: 2412) The graph above shows the satisfaction level compared to previous
years. Showing an increase in satisfaction for the last 3 years. 2019 survey showed a
satisfaction score of 7.92/10
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8. How satisfied are you with British Canoeing
membership communications and the response to
calls and emails?

Figure 8. (N: 2412) The graph above shows the satisfaction level compared to previous
years. Showing an increase in satisfaction from the previous year. 2019 survey showed a
satisfaction score of 7.92/10 compared to 7.27/10 in 2018

9. Why did you give us these ratings?
(N: 2033)
Full responses here
Responses are very mixed, ranging from very positive responses which are happy with the
communications and customer service provided, as well as not having any need to
communicate with us. In comparison to a number of responses saying we need to relook at
the membership packs or that the emails are too densely populated.

Positive


Great customer service



Emails are dealt with quickly



Real improvement in communication



Impressed by welcome pack & card



Emails informative and interesting



Very quick responses and delivery



Staff are always helpful and friendly
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Improvement Areas
Communication


Needs to be simpler



More targeted



Info not relevant – too much competition



Emails are too densely packed/ Too many/ not receiving the emails at all



Duplication of messaging within emails



Struggle with everything digital

Environmental Concerns


Plastic membership cards and packs are a waste of paper



Too expensive and a waste

Customer Service


Responses to specific question were slow or poor



Cards either didn't arrive or payment issues occurred



Slow/ difficult/ complicated - website/database



Family membership process is difficult to navigate

Cost & Value


There were a few comments around cost or lack of value

Wider engagement


Removal of coaching awards from cards



Confusion or frustration with changes of Qualifications/ Awards
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10. On a scale of 1-10, how important are the
following benefits as part of your membership?

Figure 9. (N: 2412) The graph above shows that the Waterways license and Insurance are of
high priority for our members followed by a shift towards support access campaigns and
being a part of the community.
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11. Which of the following membership offers and
discounts do you value?

Figure 10. (N: 2031) The graph above indicates that the most popular benefit is the
Cotswold Outdoors discount. Potentially members have not been aware of some of our most
recent benefits

12. How likely are you to renew your membership next year?

Year

Weighted Average

2019

9.36

2018

9.11

2017

8.8

Figure 11. (N: 2412) The table above shows the weighted average for the past 3 years
based on how likely members are to renew next year. The results show an increase each
year.
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13. How likely are you to recommend membership
to your friends or family?

Figure 12. (N: 2412) The diagram above shows the NPS score for how many participants
would recommend membership to friends and family. This score has increased from -9 in
2017 and -4 in 2018. 2019 score = 23

14. If British Canoeing were to provide additional benefits what would you like
them to include?

Figure 13. (N: 2204) The graph above highlights the additional benefits members would like
to see, the majority asking for Clothing and equipment discounts.
Click here for other responses
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15. What is the one thing we could do differently to
increase the value of membership to you?
(N: 1764)

Click here for full responses
Category

Responses

% of Total

Total

1764

100%

Access

312

17.97%

Membership Benefits

286

16.47%

Comms

226

13.02%

Coaching

174

10.02%

Payments/Pricing

155

8.93%

Customer Service

84

4.84%

Website

78

4.49%

Nothing/No Response

421

24.25%

Access Themes – (312 respondents)
●

Access was the theme which received the most responses to this question. The majority of
these were generic ones in which people want greater access to more waterways.

●

Around 20-30% of these responses indicated that people would prefer more information on
specific trails and docking points.

●

In general, people seemed to prefer a hard copy of a 'trail map' or a more useful and easier
to use tool to identify paddle trails and locations.

Membership Benefits Themes (286 respondents)
●

Around 30% of these responses referring to membership benefits were directly related to
members wanting a free hard copy of the paddler/focus magazine again.

●

Around 30-40% identified that they would like greater discounts, specifically at paddle sport
retailers and higher discounts than currently offered.

●

Around 10-20% spoke about better options of insurance for crafts and holiday packages,
including monthly craft insurance and travel/international insurance.
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Communications Themes (226 respondents)
●

There was a heavy response of members wanting more
information and focus on SUP.

●

Generally more information for beginners and recreational paddlers.

●

Create a better system for tailoring people’s communications to their needs.

Coaching Themes (174 respondents)
●

The majority of these responses seemed to be around making the qualifications system
simpler. A lot of people preferred the previous star awards or haven’t got to grips with the
changes.

●

A lot of people also wanted better support for themselves, and for courses and qualifications
to be made easier to access e.g. more local to them.

●

There was also a common theme of people wanting better and more proactive CPD courses.

Payments/Pricing Themes (155 respondents)
●

50-60% of these responses in regards to payments were generic "reduce the cost"
answers. Showing a lot of people would value a general reduction in cost.

●

There were common themes of people wanting reduced costs for coaching and paddlesport
awards.

●

People also asked for greater reductions in rate for elderly and family memberships.

Customer Service Themes (84 respondents)
●

Customer service responses were quite generic and were mainly in relation to the speed and
efficiency of office staff being able to help with queries etc.

●

Making sure membership process and timescales are kept on top off e.g. sending out
renewal letters and membership cards.

Website Themes (78 respondents)
●

Nearly all of the responses surrounding the website were about making it easier to navigate,
and to contain more relevant information.

●

About 10% of these responses were in relation to the online system (database) being made
easier to use.
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Lapsed Members
16. Why did you stop having British Canoeing
Membership?

Figure 14. (N: 28) The graph above indicates why members have lapsed. The main reasons
being that the price is too expensive, not participating and no longer coaching. Potentially we
need to promote more of the non-coaching benefits and advertise more how great value for
money are membership is.

Other responses
●

As soon as I took my coaching qualification the BCU changed everything making it
necessary to do it again, I gave up instead.

●

Effectively it was a coaching Tax

●

Break from paddling ...health issues

●

Not canoeing yet

●

Not sure of the benefits in the USA

●

Left the UK in 1971 - returned 2015 as volunteer

●

I plan on renewing in a couple weeks.
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17. Which of the following membership benefits
would you value if you were still a member?

Figure 15. (N: 28) The graph shows which benefits the members value the most.
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18. Which of the following membership offers and
discounts are you currently aware of?

Figure 16. (N: 18) The graph above shows the benefits that lapsed members are aware of.
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19. Is there anything that would encourage you to
re-join? (N: 26)
Pricing
●

Reduce the membership price and I may consider re-joining.

●

Cheaper and reinstate lapsed coaches easily.

●

Pricing that reflects Volunteer Coaches.

●

Cheaper price for single people.

●

Introductory price offer.

●

Discounted joining fees.

Coaching related
●

Being able to re access my qualifications.

●

I have done so for the reasons indicated previously.

●

Return to the world renowned structure as award scheme pre all the recent confusing
changes which have little or no relevance to most other than professional coaches trying to
make more money out of our sport.

Other
●

Some focus on sit on top kayaks.

●

Q6 missed out the ability to keep my coaching awards valid. If I could retain my coaching
awards to be used as a volunteer only at a lower rate than a full time professional user.

●

I will be re-joining shortly because I find it so relaxing and the amount of people you see
along the way and wildlife is fantastic.

●

Possible new job in the future. Will join then for sure.

●

If I had more time to spend on the water.

●

I would re-join if I was paddling more on canals and needed a waterways license.

●

I will be joining soon.

●

A real indication that the access problem would be resolved.

●

Email explaining the value.

●

Easier access to waterways.

●

Happy being a volunteer.

●

Already planning on it. Was very happy with my previous membership.

●

Winning the lottery!
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Never had membership
20. Please tell us why you currently aren’t a British Canoeing member

Figure 17. (N: 33) The graph above indicates why participants never had membership.


My children are/ Parent of a member.



New to paddle boarding.



My son is a member of BCU as he races. I am a volunteer at his club.



I’m a volunteer.



I’m going to join although not really clear on the benefits.



Never participated and feel too old now.



I am a member, pressed the wrong option now can't go back.



Ex SCA member.



What are the benefits?



I don’t live in UK.



Moving to the UK in 2 months’ time.



I am a parent of a youth member.



Am unable to participate, but volunteer when I can.



About to attend first course.



Only just started kayaking and do it mainly on the sea, but will sign up soon.
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21. Which of the following membership benefits
would you value if you were a member?

Figure 18. (N: 33) The graph above indicates which benefits the lapsed members would
value the most.
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22. Which of the following membership offers and
discounts are you currently aware of?

Figure 19. (N: 23) The graph above details which membership discount those participants
without membership are actually aware of.
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23. Would you consider taking our membership out
in the future?

Figure 20. (N: 32) The graph above details how many of our non-members participating in
this survey would consider buying full membership in the future. Despite the sample size
being small, this use of this survey has supported highlighting our existing benefits.
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24. Is there anything that would encourage you to

Access

Pricing/

Survey

Coaching

Clubs

Website

Comms

Customer Service

Other

Responses

0

9

0

0

1

0

2

0

14

% of total

0%

35%

0%

0%

4%

0%

8%

0%

54%

Payment

Categories

join? (N: 26)

responses



I don’t paddle(x4).



Linking me up with other paddlers.



I didn’t know about the discounts.



Next time I come around I will look into it when I am younger.



More information about membership.



Cheaper/Joint discount (x 8).



Living outside of London.



Freebies.



If I took part more and joined a club etc.
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Digital & Club Associate members
25. Please tell us why you currently aren’t a full British Canoeing member (On
the Bank/On the Water)

Figure 21. (N: 149) The graph above displays why digital/club members are not full individual
British Canoeing members. The results show, that a majority of the responses were due to
people not participating that much.


Don’t value the benefits.



Not participating much.



Too expensive.



Parents of members.



Volunteer.



Live abroad.



Only just start/ looking to join.
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26. Which of the following full membership benefits
would you value if you were an On the Water
member?

Figure 22. (N: 149) The graph above shows which benefits the members would value the
most. Like the full members; waterways license and liability insurance are the main benefits
however being part of the paddling community and supporting our access campaign also
represented a larger portion of the sample.
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27. Which are the following full membership offers
and discounts are you currently aware of?

Figure 23. (N: 93) The graph above displays which offers and discounts digital and club
associates are currently aware of.
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28. Would you consider taking our full membership
out in the future?

Figure 24. (N: 148) The graph above shows that 90% of digital members who answered this
survey would consider taking out the full membership in the future. Potentially by completing
the survey each year this highlights the benefits of having a full membership and the work
British Canoeing do.

29. Is there anything that would encourage you to upgrade to our full
membership? (N: 112)
Click here for full responses
36% would upgrade if the membership was cheaper

Summary of answers
●

Reduced cost/ monthly payment option.

●

More group activities/social events.

●

Calendar of events.

●

Emails based on what we do and why membership is beneficial.

●

Not receiving responses to emails (Are we missing spam emails somewhere).

●

Monthly/ Bi Weekly YouTube videos informing members.
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Communications
30. In the past 12 months, which of the following sources have you received or
accessed British Canoeing communications from

Figure 25. (N: 2481) The graph above shows which the most common sources of
information for members are. The British Canoeing website along with Newsletters and the
Go Paddling website displayed the highest proportion of responses.
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31. Please rate the level of communication from the
British Canoeing from the following channels

Figure 26. (N: 2451) The graph above displays which form of communication is rated out of
10, 5 being the right amount of information.

Figure 27 (N: 2451). The graph above shows the disruption of the results from 5 (e.g. a
score of 4 would show on the second graph as -1). This shows more clearly which channels
members feel have either too much or not enough communication from.
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32. How satisfied are you with British Canoeing
communications as a whole? (Scale 1-10) Figure 28
(N: 2496)
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33. How can we improve our communications? (N:
1429) Click here for full responses

Summary of key themes from comments
Positive: 216, Neutral: 357, Constructive/Negative:

The majority of comments for improvement were around getting more targeted and
appropriate content. Informative information that helps people progress or do more things in
their paddling. Members would like to see more of this type of content in their member news.

11% of those who gave constructive/negative comments (N: 643) found it difficult to navigate
the website.

10% of responses who gave constructive/negative comments stated that they still found
communication for the Personal Performance awards and new Coaching Qualifications
confusing.

Targeted communication


Information on skills, things to do, more recreational paddler specific



More tailored comms e.g. recreational, disciplines, regions, local info etc.



Consider timing and regularity of emails – some people getting too many, not enough



More face to face information.



Regional Comms (RDT output and Comms).



Text message options.



Alert messages/ Bulletin boards.



More focus on social paddling opportunities



For ‘Do not reply’ emails, add in contact details of who they can contact.

Coaching


Make new scheme crystal clear.



Clear index of coaching structures.



‘More practical videos on YouTube - the FSRT ones were useful’.
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Your involvement in paddlesport
34. Which of the following statements describes your main involvement with
paddlesport? (This includes all types of paddling for example, Canoeing,
Kayaking, SUP, Rafting etc.)

Figure 29. (N: 2468) The graph above shows the breakdown of member’s involvement in
paddling. The majority of members who answered this survey are recreational paddlers. The
next demographic is coaches, leaders and instructors.
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35. How often do you go paddling?

Figure 30. (N: 2476) The graph above shows how frequently members paddle. The majority
of responses showed members paddled weekly, with high proportions also paddling more
than once a week.
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Your Paddling
36. What type of craft have you paddled over the last 12 months?

Figure 31. (N: 2415) The graph above details which type of craft our survey responding
members use the most. In comparison to 2018, we have seen a huge rise in Stand up
Paddle boarders.

37. Which of the following paddling activities have you done over the last 12
months?

Figure 32. (N: 584) The graph above shows which type of paddling the respondents have
done in the last 12 months. The most popular being flatwater touring and social paddles
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Mental Well Being
38. After paddling I feel better or more positive about myself. Do you…

Figure 33. (N: 2386) The graph above indicates that the majority of paddlers who answered
this survey strongly agreed that paddling gives positive emotional benefits.
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39. To what extent do you agree with the statement
‘I can achieve most of the goals I set myself?’

Figure 34. (N: 2386) The graph above shows that the over 70% off paddlers agreed with the
statement that they can achieve the goals they set.

40. On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is not at all happy and 10 is completely happy,
overall how happy did you feel yesterday? (N: 2386)

7.41/10 Weighted Average
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41. Would you like to see more of any of the
following (please tick all that apply)

Figure 35. (N: 2123) The graph above shows which paddle sport related activities our
respondents would like to see. The majority of these responses included paddle based
festivals, social tours, river clean ups and river running trips.
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42. Are you aware of our Women’s Paddling
Ambassador and/or the Women’s Paddling Group
on Facebook?

Figure 36. (N: 2364) The graph above shows that only 21% of the people who answered
This question were aware of our female ambassadors.

43. Are you aware of the Personal Performance awards?

Figure 37. (N: 2378) The graph above shows that 55% of our respondents are aware of our
personal performance awards.
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Volunteering
44. Have you volunteered in the last 12 months?

Figure 38. (N: 2387) The graph above shows the percentage of people who have
volunteered in the last year.

45. What do you consider to be your main volunteer role in paddlesport?

Figure 39. (N: 1108) The graph above shows the main role the volunteers have in
paddlesport. The majority are coaches or instructors.
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46. During the last 12 months, have you given any of
your time to do any of the following activities within paddlesports (e.g. your
club, paddling events, British Canoeing etc.)? Please only include unpaid
activities (payment to cover out of pocket expenses are allowed)

Figure 40. (N: 1130) The graph above displays in what capacity the volunteers have helped
in paddlesport, this includes multiple answers per person. Almost 70% have volunteer as a
coach.
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47. How long have you been volunteering for?

Figure 41. (N: 1118) The graph above shows how many years the volunteers have
volunteered for. 40% have volunteered for 10+ years.

48. Overall, how satisfied are you with your volunteering experience with in
paddlesport?

Figure 42. (N: 1101) The graph above shows how satisfied volunteers are with their
volunteering experience.
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49. How likely are you to keep volunteering for
paddlesports in the next year?

Figure 43. (N: 1112) The graph above shows how likely current volunteers are to continue
volunteering in the future. Almost 60% said they were very likely.

50. How likely are you to recommend volunteering within paddlesports to a
friend or family member?

Figure 44. (N: 1110) The graph above shows how likely current volunteers are to
recommend volunteering to family and friends. Around 90% selected likely or very likely.
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Competitions
51. Do you take part in competitions?

Figure 45. (N: 2338) The graph above shows that of 18% people who answered this survey
take part in competitions. This is lower than last year which was 22%

52. Which disciplines do you compete in? (Please select your primary
discipline and any secondary disciplines)

Figure 46. (N: 373) The graph above shows the which disciplines the members compete in
2019.
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53. How many times have you competed in the last
12 months?

Figure 47. (N: 405) The graph above shows how often the competition paddlers have
competed this year, with the majority of responses between 1 - 10 times a year. Below is a
graph comparing the results from 2018 and 2019.
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54. Looking back at the last year, how satisfied are you with the competition
experience? (N: 405)

6.02/10
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Access & Environment
55. How well do you feel British Canoeing promotes sustainable and
environmentally friendly practices?

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
A great deal

A lot

A moderate amount
2018

A little

Not at all

2019

Figure 48. (N: 2255) The graph above highlights the difference in responses from 2018 to
2019, and relate to how well our members feel that British Canoeing promotes sustainable
and environmentally friendly practices. More people feel that BC shows a great deal, or a lot
of focus on these topics.
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56. Looking back over the past 12 months, have you
noticed a change in the amount of information
shared on environmental issues and best practice?

Figure 49. (N: 2282) The graph above shows how aware respondents are in the amount of
environmental issues and best practice we have shared. The majority either don’t know at all
or have seen an increase in information. This is a 22% Increase of people answering ‘slight
increase’ or above. Below is a comparison between 2019 and 2018 results
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Increased
significantly

Slight increase

The same
2018

Slight decrease

Decreased
significantly

I don't know

2019
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57. How well do you feel British Canoeing
campaigns towards greater access for paddlers on English waterways?

Figure 50. (N: 2266) The graph above shows how members feel we campaign towards
access. These figures show a higher percentage of respondents feel we campaign a lot or
above compared to last year. The graph below shows the comparison between this years
and last year’s results.
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58. Looking back over the past 12 months, have you
noticed a change in the amount of information
shared on access issues and best practice

Figure 51. (N: 2279) The graph above shows that either members are not aware or have seen

no changes to the amount of information for access issues or only have seen a slight
increase. The small majority have seen a significant increase. The graph below shows
comparisons between this years and last year’s results.
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Clubs
59. Are you a member of an affiliated club?

Figure 52. (N: 2289) The chart above shows that just over 40% of people who responded to
this question are club members. This is a drop from last year.

60. Which club are you a member of? (N: 888)

AFFILIATED CLUB MEMBERS
888

CLUBS WERE REPRESENTED
257

61. Does your club share the Clubs and Centres email newsletter with you? (N:
944)

39% of Clubs members did receive the Clubs and Centre emails. Compared to 30%
last year

Compared to last year, this shows club information is shared more within clubs however this
purely depends on the members who have answered this survey and in comparison to last
year, a much larger sample of people from clubs have filled out the survey.
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More about you
62. What is your sexual orientation?

Figure 53. (N: 2236) The graph above shows that the majority of people who
answered this survey were heterosexual/straight.

63. What is your current employment status?

Figure 54. (N: 2250) The table above shows the breakdown of members' employment
status and this is measured by percentage of responses. The graph shows that the majority
of people who answered the survey were employed.
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64. Do you consider yourself to have a disability?
The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (DDA) defines a
person as disabled if they have a physical or mental
impairment which has a substantial and long term (i.e. has lasted or is expected to
last at least 12 months) adverse effect on one's ability to carry out normal day-to-day
activities. This definition includes conditions such as cancer, HIV, mental illness and
learning disabilities.

Figure 55. (N: 2247) The graph above shows the breakdown of member’s disability and this
is measured by percentage of responses.

Figure 56. (N: 2247) The graph above shows the percentage of people who have a disability
or impairment. Removing the people who said they have no disability.
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65. What is your ethnicity?
Ethnicity is distinct from nationality and the categories
below are based on the 2001 Census

Figure 57. (N: 2241) The graph and table above shows the breakdown of member’s
ethnicity and this is measured by percentage of responses.
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66. Finally, are there any additional comments that
you would like to make? (N: 923)

Positive: 120 Responses, Negative/Constructive: 354 responses, No Response: 411
Click here for full responses

Survey Improvements
36% of the Negative constructive comments were made in regards to the survey being too
long or asking why they were asked personal questions.


Reduce the size of the survey



There were multiple comments around why we were asking the Mental Wellbeing
questions as well as why we are asking certain questions such as personal questions
like ‘what is your sexuality?’



Explanation around why we are asking for this information if it is necessary



Inform members about the number of questions in the survey

Communications


A few comments said that we communicate heavy about the Olympic side of the
organisation showing there is still stigmatism that we are only aiming at Elite paddlers.



Request for more recreational and family orientated information



Where can people go to submit stories?



Greater presence on YouTube as a learning tool and for information.



More support for non-Olympic disciplines



Reviews or informative articles on paddling equipment/boats



There were a few comments about members not receiving responses to emails

Coaching


Confusion about the Personal Performance awards



More clarity about changes to the coaching qualifications and awards.



More YouTube content explaining awards/qualifications or examples of coaching
sessions etc.



Disgruntled over payments

Website & Database


Simplify, Hard to navigate
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Survey Summary
This year we saw 2,990 members complete the Membership
Survey. This represents an increase of 1,980 respondents in
comparison to 2018, showing an increase of three times the amount. This clearly
demonstrates a greater and more efficient engagement with our members throughout the
year in comparison to previous years.

Overall members were more satisfied with their membership and communication, with an
increase in people saying they would recommend the membership to others and a higher
intent from members to renew in the future.

Across the majority of the results for both open and multiple choice questions, an increase in
positive responses can be seen across all areas. With an increase in sample size, this
allows us to generate more accurate and detailed analysis of what our members want. All
but one KPI measures in this survey increased this year, the only KPI that dropped slightly
was the satisfaction rating for competition experience.

Key themes still need to be addressed which were previously raised including how we
communicate our information through both the website and our email newsletters. However,
this survey also highlighted many positive themes in relation to customer service, not only in
membership but across several departments.

In previous surveys, there were negative comments about our lack of work with regards to
access to waterways. However this year there are very few negative comments in this area
and more comments were positive, asking us to keep up the work with our proactive river
clean ups and campaigning.

In line with previous years, the waterways licence and insurance remain one of the key
values for members. It’s pleasing to see that being part of the paddlesport community is now
in the top 4 values for membership. Although access has been a major value for most
members in previous years this has also become more prominent this year.

A key finding is that we need to keep members updated and on our journey to greater
access and key developments we make throughout the organisation. There are still
members not aware of key sources of information around services like clubs, trails and
awards.
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This year’s survey also highlights that members value social
groups and events, through schemes like ShePaddles and
River Clean ups.

Overall the responses have been more positive towards the organisation than in previous
years. However there are some reoccurring themes that we still need to address to gain
further membership satisfaction. The following have been highlighted as key areas for
improvements

Communications: On the whole members reported an improvement in communications,
however some members felt there was too much communication and others felt there was
not enough. Improvement can be made around the relevance of information based on
interests, location and length of time paddling/experience. There was particular reference to
having more content that was recreationally focused and more information on activities
people could do like social paddling events.
Environmental Concerns: Although generally members liked the new members pack there
were a large number of comments about the plastic membership cards and type of material
used with the pack. Paddlers are passionate about the environment and would like to see
British Canoeing doing more to reduce the resources and sustainability across the
organisation.

Website and Database: Members have experienced difficulty in finding the information they
need on the website and there were a number of comments around difficulty of payment
within the membership portal.

Clear Access, Clear Waters: Throughout the survey it is clear that this is a key area that
paddlers see value in. They believe we have made great improvements in this area but
would still like to see more and value this area of work over other benefits like discounts.
Coaching & Personal Performance Awards: Some coaches felt they weren’t valued at
times with all the different costs they had to pay and changes that have been made in recent
years. There is still some confusion over what awards and personal performance awards are
available and how to navigate these.
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Future Actions
Membership Services


Launch a Go Green membership option to allow
members to choose to go fully digital and not receive a membership pack. Review
the existing membership pack alongside all resources sent out and used at events to
be more environmentally conscious.



Improve the membership payment journey and make some system enhancements to
ensure it’s easy for members to purchase and renew their membership.



Ensure member benefits are relevant to paddlers and coaches. Seek out new
benefits that are paddler focused and concentrate on promoting existing benefits
more effectively. Consider how we can make coaches feel more valued as members
and benefits they receive.

Communications


Develop more tailored communications to meet the needs of member interests.
Create more recreationally focused content and improve the communication given to
new members.



Develop an awareness campaign about the support British Canoeing provides for
paddlers, highlighting keys areas such as Clear Access Clear Waters, Go Paddling,
Personal Performance Awards and Coaching.

 Review content on the website to make it easier for people to find the information
they need and remove content that isn’t relevant
 Focused work around clubs and club associate membership to improve
communication with club members.
Survey Improvements
 Reduction in survey size, consider if all questions are needed e.g. Do we need age,
gender, and ethnicity?
 Be clear why we are asking questions for example mental wellbeing (Sport England).
 Direct question on how satisfied members are with membership.
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